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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose the design and development of a pro-

totype system to monitor and control a physical home and to

bridge the interaction gap between the virtual and real world

device control mechanism. We created a virtual 3D home in

Second Life that mimics the look of a physical home. In the

physical home environment different devices and sensors are

connected in order to ensure a safe and automated home. Any

event that occurs in the physical space of the smart home is

then synchronized with the virtual environment. More im-

portantly, the virtual home interface provides the option to

control the physical smart devices. By using the Second Life

virtual interface the home owner have a better look to monitor

or control the home appliances. As per the initial experimen-

tation, we found out that the proposed approach of Second

Life based home automation system is appealing and useful

to the user. Some of the other possible applications of the pro-

posed system are public space surveillance, child monitoring

scenarios etc.

Index Terms— Smart Home, Second Life, 3D Virtual

Environment, Surveillance, Virtual Reality

1. INTRODUCTION

A 3D virtual world is a computer based simulated multimedia

environment usually running over the Internet where a user

can access and interact with the other users by using a 3D vir-

tual persona called avatar. Second Life1 which is developed

by Linden Lab is one of the most popular 3D virtual environ-

ment that acts as a medium of social interaction. Here people

can build their virtual 3D home, customize it with 3D fur-

niture and populate that with 3D interactive devices. With

the growing popularity of Second Life, users often design

their virtual 3D homes mimicking that of their real homes.

Our proposed method can be used to bridge the gap between

the real home and the respective 3D virtual home in Second

Life by incorporating services that control and synchronize

the communication events to and from the smart devices. In

1Second Life, http://secondlife.com

this approach, through the interaction of the virtual home ele-

ments the user can intuitively maneuver the real world devices

in a smart environment. In smart environment different wired

and wireless sensory devices such as temperature, humidity,

pressure sensors etc. are installed. By using these sensory

data it is possible to measure different environment conditions

and make decisions. The prices of these sensors and automa-

tion devices such as X102, WiFi are decreasing with time.

At the same time, their usage to provide control and various

entertainment facilities in smart spaces are becoming hugely

popular. A graphical user interface (GUI) which is a medium

to interact with programs plays an important role especially

to control physical space elements like smart home. How-

ever, controlling a physical space by using the traditional icon

based GUI might not be sufficient for effective management

of a range of smart physical devices. In order to efficiently

control different intelligent physical devices, researchers have

placed attention on the intuitive GUI design and explored its

usability issues [1] [2].

Collaboration between physical and virtual world is not

new. Fleck et. al [3] presented the first notable work for

controlling the physical space monitoring by using a virtual

user interface. The authors presented an integrated 3D world

model, where the physical objects were collected through inter-

camera tracking system and embedded as live texture in the

3D world. Presumably the interface minimized the overhead

of the observing person who was serving the system to un-

derstand the events that happened in the real environment.

Another notable work related to Augmented Virtual Environ-

ment which fused dynamic imagery of the real world ob-

ject into the 3D models is [4] in which authors presented the

technical challenges about moving object detection, tracking

and 3D visualization for effective dynamic event comparison.

Many previous works found the adoption of virtual reality

technologies in educational practices often presented prob-

lems that addressed the difficulties in navigation [5] while

using 3D interfaces. Users risked to spend a lot of time to

control their movements, to reach to a specific location or to

gain the required point of view. User interface is not only im-

2X10, http://www.x10.com/homepage.htm
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Fig. 1. An overview of the SOA based Second Life home automation architecture. Each physical device has a virtual 3D

representation in the Second Life where user can control the physical devices through the virtual objects as well as the physical

devices can change the animation by using the home automations services.

portant for efficient control of the system but also it depends

on users’ ages, intelligences. In the paper Bin Zhang et. al.

[6] showed how those factors affect the design of user inter-

face. Those factors are very important and have a high impact

in users’ cognitive task inside a home. The importance of 3D

user interface (e.g. 3d virtual world) over a 2D interface were

perfectly described in [1], in which user shows that how a 3D

user interface can improve intuitively and adaptivity of smart

home control instead of ordinary 2D user interface.

Also simulating real world environment in the 3D virtual

world similar to Second Life is also popular now. Recently

University of Arkansas installed a prototype system called

Virtual Razorback [7] in Second Life which is a virtual hospi-

tal for modeling certain aspects of health care and a hospital’s

supply chain, from receiving goods to patient care. The vir-

tual hospital has virtual hospital furnitures and equipments

like a real world hospital. Moreover, in order to navigate and

control the 3D virtual environment based interfaces user of-

ten requires training. However, as the Second Life users are

already adapted, the users have almost no learning with the

interface. Moreover, flexible authoring capabilities of 3D ob-

jects [8] [9], built in security features, scalability and portabil-

ity feature make Second Life as the most popular 3D virtual

environment. Currently it has 22 million active subscribers

as of February 2011 [10]. In this paper we propose the de-

sign and development of a flexible virtual smart home like [1]

[2] automation system for controlling those real life devices

through a usable 3D user interface.

Our contribution in this paper is two-fold. First, in or-

der to bridge the gap between virtual and real, we present a

Second Life Client add-on, where we provide flexible SOA

based architecture for controlling the physical space. Second,

we incorporate virtual annotation mechanism for the Second

Life object for physical space monitoring.

The rest of this paper is organized as: at first, in Section

2 we illustrate the various components of our proposed sys-

tem and provide a general overview of the system. Further

in Section 3 we describe the implementation issues, devel-

opment challenges of different modules and some evaluation

strategies. At the end we provide conclusion of the paper in

Section 4 and state some possible future work directions.

2. SECOND LIFE HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM

In this section we present the Second Life based home au-

tomation system architecture and the different components of

the system. At first in Section 2.1 we illustrate the architecture

of the proposed system. Further in Section 2.2 we describe the

object annotation mechanism in Second Life.

2.1. General Architecture

Our system comprises of three primary components that are

Second Life Viewer plug-in, home automation web services

and the point-to-point physical connection between services

to the wireless and/or wired devices. In order to communi-

cate with the core part of the second life client program called

viewer we developed a Second Life interaction event han-

dler as an add-on to the viewer. This coupling architecture

provides the option to listen to the communication channel

of the Second Life without affecting the functionality of the

core system. Furthermore, the event controller interacts with

the other parts of the home automation or surveillance sys-

tem by using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Interac-

tion event handler receives and/or transmits messages to/from

message transmission module and captures the events that are

generated from the message transmission module.

The event handler performs actions by using text based

messaging protocol. A message contains event trigger data,

animation data or simple communication data. The Message

Transmission Module captures all the messages that are gen-

erated in the core section of the Second Life. When through
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the avatar the user issues events in the 3D environment, e.g.,

a click event to open a door, the message transmission mod-

ule captures those events and transfers the event messages to

the nearby interaction event handler for processing. The event

handler module determines the particular event handling rou-

tine for a specific event and then packs the event-handling

message with the handling routine. The handler then sends

the packet to the interaction event decoder to communicate

with the actual home automation services. Message transmis-

sion module also receives animation data from the animation

parcel manager and generates animation sequence for the ob-

jects in the 3D virtual world.

Fig. 2. The flexible object annotation scheme allows the

user to annotate object and allow setting animation proper-

ties. When interacted by home users or automated triggering,

the users see animation rendering on the screen.

2.2. Home Annotation in Second Life

In order to send or receive synchronized communication to/from

the real or the Second Life viewer we create 3D virtual objects

in Second Life for each of the physical devices that want to

control. Further, we define annotation rules into these 3D ob-

jects and later on attach the annotated files to the object. The

technique are described further in the following sections in

details.

2.2.1. Object Annotation

In our system we annotated Second Life 3D objects and spec-

ified the corresponding physical device addresses. Every ob-

ject in the real life has a unique id by which smart home

services can control it. Physical devices connected with the

home services by using X10 or WiFi connections. The 3D ob-

jects are annotated using the Second Life’s built-in script an-

notation mechanism that is demonstrated in Figure 2, where

the 3D lamp is annotated with the help of a separate anno-

tation file. The annotation file is an XML file that specifies

the animation unique identifier (UUID), the animation file

(BVH), the speed of animation, duration of animation etc.

This file also specifies the physical device specific data like

device address, name, type etc. The BVH or Biovision Hierar-

chical is a file format contain motion capture data and actively

used in computer animation. BVH is developed by BioVision

Inc.

Figure 3 depicting a sample XML specification that demon-

strates a door-open-close scenario where two animations

”doorOpen1” and ”doorClose1” animations are specified for

open/close the real door that is connected with a X10 appli-

ance module. Here the device address is also specified which

is ”A1” in this case.

Fig. 3. An overview of the target object specific interaction

rules stored (and could be shared) in an XML file.

Fig. 4. Multi-region annotation in a 3D fan and specified a

physical lamp address which is connected to a X10 or Wi-Fi.

In the annotation phase we specify the LSL scripts1 us-

ing which the Second Life viewer obtains control of the ob-

jects and performs read/write operation into its communica-

tion channel. A sample LSL script for the door example is

1LSL Portal, http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/lsl portal
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depicted in Figure 5. In order to get refined response and

to provide high flexibility to control the physical objects our

annotation scheme introduces a generic interface. This is es-

pecially important for those devices in which different parts

of a 3D virtual device needs different annotation rules. For

example, a table fan have different switch for speed control

whereas a lamp has different illumination intensity levels or a

temperature sensor have different temperature levels. In order

to provide this type of facilities we developed a suitable an-

notation mechanism that allows annotation into different parts

of the 3D virtual object. In this manner we specify rules in the

XML data that we need to attach with specific region of the

object. This type of multi region annotation scheme is de-

picted in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Code snipped of SL Script to load the XML data to

send or receive messages into the communication channel.

2.2.2. Device State Synchronization

In order to render synchronized animation in the virtual envi-

ronment as per the state changes of the real device, we incor-

porated state based event communication mechanism. When

a user clicks or touches a 3D object in the virtual environment

the system received the event message which was then saved

into an event queue. Further, the system processed the event

queue sequentially and transmitted the message respectively

to the home automation service. At this stage the physical

device became activated to handle the input message. In this

case if the device failed to initiate its services then an error

message was displayed, otherwise it sent ready or Acknowl-

edgment (Ack) message.

In the next step the system sent the actual message, such

as open door, close door, increase light intensity to high, de-
crease sound system volume to low etc. At this time the smart

home service received the message from our developed Sec-

ond Life plug-in. Afterwards, it sent the command message

to the specific physical object X10 or WiFi module at the same

time home service sent to the plug-in to play a synchronized

animation in Second Life environment that were specified

into the annotated XML file. This type of animation gave

a realistic intuition to the user. When the physical object tried

to close the device or went to reset it’s state the smart home

service received this updated state and sent the confirmation

to the Second Life plug-in to stop/resume the animation as the

physical device changed its sate. This state based interaction

scenario are illustrated in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Proposed system interaction diagram to control a

physical device by using the SL Plug-in.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We implemented our proposed system by using Microsoft Vi-

sual Studio 2005 IDE and the primary language used was

Visual C++. In order to develop the Second Life add-on,

we locally build the Second Life open source viewer called

Snowglobe1 by using the latest version of CMake2. For the

home automation service we used ActiveHomeScript Library

and web services dynamic discovery (WS-Discovery) which

is a multicast discovery protocol defined with the purpose of

allowing dynamic discovery and advertisement of target ser-

vices willing to find a specific service can query the network

using multicast search messages, and services satisfying the

query should reply.

In our prototype we also used web services eventing (WS-
Eventing) which is a web service protocol that describes how

a client (subscriber) can register to some events of a web ser-

vice (event source). Thus, changes in the service can be no-

tified to any client without requiring standard polling mech-

anism. At the beginning when any device wants to connect

with the web service needs to send multi cast message to

search target services by type or within a scope. Then a uni-

cast response to the sending client when the target service

1Snowglobe, http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Snowglobe
2CMake, http://www.cmake.org/cmake/resources/software.html
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matches a Probe message. In this way when the connection

was established successfully then the device needs to sub-

scribe an event to send/receive message to the server.

We calculated the transmission time from the sender ma-

chine to the smart home service by using Equation 1. Where

user’s average interaction time to interact with the Second

Life (SL) viewer is I unit, average data transmission rate via

the server is Π, n is the message size and the time for sending

data from the receiver machine to the home service is β1 unit.

R = I +
n

Π
+ β1 (1)

After generating an interaction the system approximately re-

quires R = (3775 + 270 + 344)ms to complete the trans-

mission. Here, in our experiments the average of the interac-

tion time is 3775ms, network overhead is 270ms and β1 is

344ms.

For the usability test we have incorporated the usability

evaluation guidelines [11] to qualitatively measure our pro-

posed system and designed our tests accordingly with the sen-

sory analysis [12] of the system involving both the user and

the targeted sensory communication. Before performing the

usability test we designed a test plan where we defined our

evaluation objectives, developed questions for the participants,

identified the measurement criterion and decided upon the tar-

get users of the system. The test took place at our university

laboratory with ten (10) participants comprising of different

age groups.

Table 1. Usability test questions to the user.

# Question

Q1 Perceived system response was acceptable

Q2 The device response are realistic and/or acceptable

Q3 Consider using the system in 3D Virtual Environ-

ment like Second Life

Q4 Perceived delay between real object response and

animation rendering was tolerable

Q5 Easy to get familiar with

The average of the responses of the users were calculated

in percentage form and measured after the usability tests. It

is worth mentioning that more than 78% of the users would

like to control their physical space using the enhanced system

through virtual environment like Second Life. 10% users like

to use the system through their mobile devices instead of from

the PC. Overall the users were also satisfied with the synchro-

nized animation and device responses and 75% of users con-

sented to that.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a Second Life prototype system

to monitor and to control a physical home and to bridge the

interaction gap between the virtual and real world device con-

trol mechanism. The developed system worked as an add-on

and loosely coupled to the Second Life viewer. The animation

and device control data were annotated in the virtual 3D ob-

ject in Second Life. The 3D object representing a real device

received inputs when interacted by a user and automatically

responded with the state changes in the physical environment.

We presented the implementation details of a preliminary pro-

totype exploring the aforesaid Second Life based interactions

in a real-virtual collaborative environment. In future we want

to incorporate sound and gesture based device control mech-

anism to provide intuitive interaction capabilities to the user

in order to effectively control the Second Life viewer.
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